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Introduction

Software Cost Reduction (SCR) is a set of techniques for designing software sys-
tems developed by David Parnas and researchers from the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) beginning in the late 1970s. A major goal of the original SCR
research team was to evaluate the utility and scalability of software engineer-
ing principles by applying the principles to the reconstruction of software for
a practical system, the Operational Flight Program (OFP) for the U.S. Navy's
A-7 aircraft. The process of applying the principles produced a number of new
techniques for software design, which were demonstrated in a requirements doc-
ument [18] and several software design documents (e.g., a module guide [6]) for
the A-7. Further research during the 1990s produced two formal models, the
Four Variable Model [37] and the SCR requirements model [15], and a set of
software tools for analyzing SCR-style requirements documents [16].

A central notion of SCR is that software should be designed using an ide-
alized process called the \Rational Design Process" [36]. Although designing
software using a perfectly rational process is impossible, software developers are
more likely to produce a rational design if they follow a rational process rather
than if they proceed on an ad hoc basis. In the Rational Design Process, software
is designed and implemented in stages. At each stage, a work product, such as a
requirements document or a design document, is produced. Each work product
is associated with criteria that the work product must satisfy and a description
of the information that the work product contains. This article focuses on the
SCR techniques for constructing and evaluating the requirements document, the
work product built during the requirements stage of software development, and
the aspect of SCR that has received signi�cant attention during both the early
and the more recent research. It also briey describes, and gives pointers to, the
SCR approach to software design, focusing on the design and documentation of
the module structure, the module interfaces, and the uses hierarchy.
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SCR Approach to Requirements

The A-7 Requirements Document

The A-7 requirements document, a fully worked-out speci�cation of the re-
quired behavior of the A-7 OFP, was published in 1978 to demonstrate the SCR
techniques for specifying software requirements [18, 19, 1]. This document intro-
duced three major aspects of the SCR approach to requirements: the focus on
outputs, a special tabular notion for specifying each output, and a set of criteria
for evaluating a requirements document. A critical step in constructing an SCR
software requirements document is to identify all outputs that the software must
produce and to express the value of each output as a mathematical function of
the state and history of the environment. To represent these functions precisely
and compactly, the A-7 document introduced a special tabular notation. This
notation facilitates writing and understanding the functions and also aids in
detecting speci�cation errors, such as missing cases and ambiguity. In addition
to specifying the outputs, the A-7 document contained a speci�cation of the
input and output interfaces that the software would use to communicate with
its environment, a speci�cation of the computers on which the software was
expected to run, timing and accuracy constraints on each output, a description
of ways in which the software was likely to change, and a discussion of software
responses to undesired events (e.g., the failure of an input or output device). To
be acceptable, a requirements document must satisfy selected criteria, including
completeness (i.e., any implementation satisfying every statement in the require-
ments document should be acceptable), freedom from implementation bias, and
organization as a reference document (information in the document should be
easy to �nd).

To specify the required behavior precisely and concisely, the A-7 require-
ments document introduced conditions, events, modes, and terms [19]. A con-

dition was de�ned as a predicate that characterizes \some aspect of the system
for a measurable period of time." An event occurs when the value of a condition
changes from true to false or vice versa. The notation \@T(c)" was introduced
to denote that condition c becomes true and \@F(c)" to denote that c becomes
false. A mode was de�ned as a class of system states and a term as a \text
macro" that reduces redundancy.

During the 1980s and 1990s, a number of organizations in both industry
and government (e.g., Grumman, Bell Laboratories, NRL, and Ontario Hydro),
used the SCR techniques to document the requirements of a wide range of prac-
tical systems, including the OFP for the A-6 aircraft [27], the Bell telephone
network [20], a submarine communications system [17], and safety-critical com-
ponents of the Darlington nuclear power plant [32, 26]. Moreover, in 1994, a
version of SCR called CoRE [11] was used to document the requirements of the
OFP of Lockheed's C-130J aircraft [12]. The Lockheed requirements document
contains over 1000 tables and the OFP over 250K lines of Ada source code, thus
demonstrating that the SCR techniques scale.
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The Four Variable Model

To generalize the SCR techniques for writing requirements and to establish a
formal foundation for the notions introduced in the A-7 requirements document
(e.g., the inputs and outputs, the accuracy and timing requirements, and the
required responses to undesired events), Parnas and Madey in 1995 published
the Four Variable Model [37]. This model represents the required behavior of a
software system in terms of four sets of variables|monitored, controlled, input,
and output variables|and four relations|NAT, REQ, IN, and OUT. Whereas
the A-7 requirements document speci�es the required behavior of software by
describing outputs as functions of the state and history of the environment,
the Four Variable Model describes the required behavior of a software system

by describing the required relation between two sets of environmental quanti-
ties, quantities that the system monitors and those that it controls. NAT and
REQ are relations on the monitored and controlled variables, variables that rep-
resent the time-varying discrete and continuous environmental quantities that
the system monitors and controls. NAT describes assumptions about system
behavior, i.e., constraints imposed on the monitored and controlled quantities
by physical laws and the system environment. REQ describes those aspects of
the environment that the system is expected to control, i.e., how the system
is required to change the controlled quantities in response to changes in the
monitored quantities.

In the Four Variable Model, the system requirements are speci�ed in two
steps. First, the \ideal" system behavior is speci�ed: i.e., NAT and REQ are
de�ned as if the system could obtain perfect values of the monitored variables
and compute perfect values of the controlled variables. Next, the relations
IN and OUT are used to specify the tolerances, i.e., the accuracy required
in measuring values of the monitored quantities and in computing values of
the controlled quantities. In the model, input devices (e.g., sensors) measure
values of the monitored quantities and output devices (e.g., actuators) assign
values to the controlled quantities. The variables that the input devices read,
called input variables, and those that the output devices write, called output

variables, are directly available to the software.1 IN de�nes the tolerances on
the monitored quantities as a mapping from the monitored quantities to the
input variables. Similarly, OUT de�nes the the tolerances on the controlled
quantities as a mapping from the output variables to the controlled quantities.

Example

To illustrate the SCR approach to requirements, this section introduces a simple
control system which turns safety injection on and o� in a nuclear power plant.
This Safety Injection System (SIS), a simpli�ed version of the system described
in [9], monitors water pressure and adds coolant to the reactor core when the
pressure falls below some threshold. A drop in water pressure below the constant

1These variables correspond to the inputs and outputs in the A-7 requirements document.
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Low causes the SIS to enter mode TooLow; an increase in water pressure above
a larger constant Permit causes the system to enter mode High. A system
operator blocks safety injection by turning a \Block" switch to On and resets
the SIS after blockage by turning a \Reset" switch to On. An assumption in
the SIS is that water pressure ranges between 0.0 and 2000.0 psi (pounds per
square inch).

The SIS requirements may be represented in SCR using three monitored
variables, a controlled variable, a mode class (a set of modes), and a term.
The monitored variables WaterPres, Block, and Reset and the controlled vari-
able SafetyInjection represent the three monitored quantities and the single
controlled quantity. The mode class Pressure contains three modes, TooLow,
Permitted, and High, each representing a range of values of the monitored
variable WaterPres. The term Overridden describes when safety injection is
blocked. Each of these state variables (a state variable is a monitored or con-
trolled variable, a mode class, or a term) may be used to describe conditions
and events. An example of a condition in the SIS speci�cation is \WaterPres
< Low". Two types of events are monitored events, events that occur when
a monitored variable changes value, and conditioned events, events that occur
when a speci�ed condition is true. In the SIS speci�cation, an example of a
monitored event is \@T(Block=On)" (the operator turns Block from Off to
On); an example of a conditioned event is \@T(Block=On) WHEN WaterPres

< Low" (the operator turns Block to On when water pressure is below Low).
Di�erent parts of the above description may be associated with the REQ

and NAT relations. To de�ne REQ, the values of the three dependent variables,
Pressure, Overridden, and SafetyInjection, are expressed as mathematical
functions. Composing these functions de�nes REQ, the required relation (in
this example, a function) between the monitored and controlled variables. The
assumptions, WaterPres is a non-negative real-valued variable no greater than
2000.0 and Low < Permit, are considered part of NAT. The SIS example may
also be used to illustrate the IN relation. Suppose three sensors measure water
pressure, and let the input variable wi, 1 � i � 3, represent the value read by
sensor i. If each sensor is required to measure WaterPres within one psi, then
the predicate jWaterPres� wij � 1 is part of IN. Alternately, if the average of
the values read by the three sensors must be within one psi of the actual value
of WaterPres, then jWaterPres� (w1 + w2 + w3)=3j � 1 is part of IN.

SCR Tables

Among the tables in SCR speci�cations are condition tables, event tables, and
mode transition tables. Each de�nes a dependent variable (a controlled variable,
mode class, or term) as a mathematical function. Typically, a condition table
de�nes a variable as a function of a mode and a condition, and an event table
de�nes a variable as a function of a mode and an event. A mode transition
table, a special case of an event table, de�nes a mode as a function of a mode
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and an event. In some cases, a condition or event table is modeless, i.e., de�nes
a variable without referring to modes.

Tables 1{3 de�ne REQ, the required relation between the monitored and
controlled variables in the SIS. Table 1 is a mode transition table describing the
mode class Pressure as a function of the current mode and events de�ned on the
monitored variable WaterPres. The table makes explicit all events that change
the value of Pressure. For example, the �rst row states, \If Pressure is TooLow
and WaterPres rises to or above Low, then Pressure changes to Permitted."
Events which do not change the mode are omitted from the table. For example,
if Pressure is TooLow and WaterPres changes but remains less than Low, then
Pressure remains TooLow after the event.

Old Mode Event New Mode

TooLow @T(WaterPres � Low) Permitted

Permitted @T(WaterPres � Permit) High

Permitted @T(WaterPres < Low) TooLow

High @T(WaterPres < Permit) Permitted

Table 1: Mode Transition Table for Pressure.

Table 2 is an event table describing the term Overridden as a function of
Pressure and the monitored variables Block and Reset. Like mode transition
tables, event tables make explicit only those events that cause the variable
de�ned by the table to change. For example, the middle entry in the second
row states, \If Pressure is TooLow or Permitted and Block becomes On when
Reset is Off, then Overridden becomes true." In contrast, if the mode is High
and either Block or Reset changes, then the value of Overridden remains the
same because no events in the �rst row involve either Block or Reset. The
entry \False" in row 1 means that when the mode is High, no event can cause
Overridden to become true.

Mode Class

Pressure Events

High False @F(Pressure=High)

TooLow, @T(Block=On) @T(Pressure=High) OR
Permitted WHEN Reset=Off @T(Reset=On)

Overridden True False

Table 2: Event Table for Overridden.

Table 3 is a condition table describing the controlled variable SafetyInjection
as a function of Pressure and the term Overridden. Table 3 states, \If
Pressure is High or Permitted, or if Pressure is TooLow and Overridden

is true, then Safety Injection is Off; if Pressure is TooLow and Overridden

is false, then Safety Injection is On." The entry \False" in the �rst row means
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that Safety Injection is never On when Pressure is High or Permitted.

Mode Class

Pressure Conditions

High, Permitted True False

TooLow Overridden NOT Overridden

Safety Injection Off On

Table 3: Condition Table for Safety Injection.

SCR Requirements Model

The purpose of the SCR requirements model [15] is two-fold: to assign a precise
semantics to the constructs and notation in SCR requirements speci�cations and
to provide a formal foundation for mechanized analysis of the speci�cations. A
special case of the Four Variable Model, the SCR model represents a system as
a state machine and focuses on the REQ and NAT relations. Representing a
system as a state machine means that SCR requirements speci�cations based
on this model usually assign monitored and controlled variables discrete values.
For example, using this model, the variable WaterPres in the SIS could be
represented as a non-negative integer that does not exceed 2000.

In the model, a system state is de�ned as a function mapping each state
variable to a type-correct value and TY as a function that maps each state
variable to its type, i. e., set of legal values. In the SIS, the type de�nitions
include

TY(Pressure) = fTooLow, Permitted, Highg

TY(WaterPres) = f0; 1; 2; � � � ; 2000g

TY(Overridden) = ftrue, falseg

TY(Block) = fOn; Offg:

In the model, a condition is a predicate on a single system state and an
event a predicate on two system states which is true if the states di�er in the
value of at least one state variable. The model de�nes a conditioned event
\@T(c) WHEN d" as

@T(c) WHEN d
def
= :c ^ c0 ^ d; (1)

where c and d are conditions, and the unprimed c denotes c in the old state
and the primed c denotes c in the new state. Applying the de�nition in (1),
the conditioned event @T(Block=On) WHEN Reset=Off can be rewritten as
Block 6= On ^ Block0 = On ^ Reset = Off: This event occurs if both Block

and Reset are Off in the old state and Block is switched On in the new state.
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In the SCR model, a software system � is represented as a state machine
� = (S; S0; E

m; T ), where S is a set of states, S0 � S is the initial state set, Em

is the set of monitored events, and T is the transform describing the allowed
state transitions. The transform T (which corresponds to REQ in the Four
Variable Model) maps a monitored event e in Em and a state s in S to a new
state s0. A basic assumption, called the One Input Assumption, is that exactly
one monitored event occurs at each state transition. A second assumption,
called the Synchrony Assumption, requires a system � to completely process
each monitored event before it processes the next monitored event. To compute
the next state, the transform T composes the functions derived from the con-
dition, event, and mode transition tables. For T to be well-de�ned, no circular
dependencies are allowed in the de�nitions of the state variables. To achieve
this, the model requires a partial order on the values of state variables in the
new state.

The model contains de�nitions of the functions that can be derived from the
SCR tables.2 Applying the de�nition in the model to the condition table in Ta-
ble 3 produces the following de�nition of the controlled variable SafetyInjection:

SafetyInjection =

(
Off if Pressure=High _ Pressure=Permitted _

(Pressure = TooLow ^ Overridden = true)
On if Pressure = TooLow ^ Overridden = false:

Similarly, applying the de�nition in the model to the event table in Table 2
produces the following de�nition of the term Overridden:

Overridden
0 =

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

true if (Pressure = TooLow ^ Block0 = On ^
Block = Off ^ Reset = Off) _
(Pressure = Permitted ^ Block0 = On ^
Block = Off ^ Reset = Off)

false if (Pressure = TooLow ^ Reset0 = On ^
Reset = Off) _
(Pressure = Permitted ^ Reset0 = On ^
Reset = Off) _
(Pressure0 = High ^ Pressure 6= High)

Overridden otherwise

To de�ne the required behavior completely and unambiguously, each SCR
table must de�ne a total function. To achieve this, the model requires the in-
formation in each table to satisfy certain properties. To de�ne the required
behavior unambiguously, each condition and event table must satisfy the Dis-
jointness Property: the pairwise conjunction of conditions (events) in each row
of a condition (an event) table must always be false. Inspection of Tables 2 and 3
shows that both tables satisfy the Disjointness Property. For example, in Ta-
ble 3, true ^ false = false and Overridden ^ :Overridden= false . To de�ne
the required behavior completely, a condition table must satisfy the Coverage
Property: the disjunction of the conditions in each row of the table must be

2For a more general model of tabular expressions, see [22].
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true. Inspection shows that the condition table in Table 3 satis�es the Coverage
Property (since true _ false = true and Overridden _ :Overridden = true).
By requiring the value of the variable de�ned by an event table to remain the
same if an event occurs which does not appear explicitly in the table, the model
ensures that the table de�nes a total function.

SCR Tools

Until the mid-1990s, SCR requirements speci�cations were analyzed for defects
using mostly manual inspection. Although inspection can expose many defects,
it has two serious shortcomings. First, inspection can be very expensive. In the
certi�cation of the Darlington system, for example, the inspection of SCR tables
cost millions of dollars. Second, human inspections often overlook many errors.
In a 1996 study by NRL, for example, a mechanized analysis of the condition
tables and mode transition tables in the A-7 requirements document exposed 17
missing cases (violations of Coverage) and 57 instances of ambiguity (violations
of Disjointness) [15]. These aws were detected even though the document had
previously been inspected by two independent review teams. In a 1998 study
by Rockwell Aviation, which produced similar results, software tools exposed 28
errors, many of them serious, in a requirements speci�cation of a ight guidance
system [29]. The discovery of so many errors was somewhat surprising given
that the speci�cation, according to the project leader [28], \represented our best
e�ort at producing a correct speci�cation manually."

While human e�ort is critical to creating speci�cations and manual inspec-
tions can detect many speci�cation errors, e�ective use of SCR requirements
speci�cations in industrial settings requires automated tool support. Not only
can tools �nd speci�cation errors that inspections miss, they can do so more
cheaply. To explore what form such tools should take, NRL has designed a suite
of software tools for constructing and analyzing requirements speci�cations in
the SCR tabular notation.

To develop an SCR requirements speci�cation, a four-step process may be
followed. Like the Rational Design Process, this is an idealization of a real-world
process. First, a requirements speci�cation is constructed using the SCR tabular
notation. Second, the speci�cation is analyzed for violations of application-
independent properties, such as missing cases and unwanted ambiguity. Third,
the speci�cation is validated by application experts to ensure that it captures the
intended behavior. Finally, the speci�cation is analyzed for critical application
properties, such as security and safety properties.

The SCR tools may be used to support this process. To begin, the user
invokes a tool called the speci�cation editor to construct the SCR requirements
speci�cation [13]. Next, the user invokes the consistency checker [15] to ana-
lyze the speci�cation for properties derived from the SCR requirements model.
Designed to detect errors automatically, the consistency checker exposes syntax
and type errors, variable name discrepancies, missing cases, ambiguity, and cir-
cular de�nitions. When an error is detected, the consistency checker provides
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detailed feedback to aid in error correction. To perform the most computation-
ally complex checks, checks for Disjointness (to detect nondeterminism) and for
Coverage (to detect missing cases), the consistency checker uses an extension of
the semantic tableaux algorithm [38].

To validate the speci�cation, the user may run scenarios, sequences of mon-
itored events, through the SCR simulator [13, 16] and analyze the results to
ensure that the speci�cation captures the intended behavior. In addition, the
user can de�ne application properties believed to be true of the required be-
havior and, using simulation, execute a series of scenarios to determine if any
violate the properties. To facilitate validation of the speci�cation by applica-
tion experts, the simulator supports the rapid construction of graphical user
interfaces, customized for particular application domains [16].

To analyze an SCR requirements speci�cation for application properties, the
user may �rst run a model checker, such as SPIN [21], to analyze a �nite state
model of the speci�cation. Prior to model checking, the SCR tools automatically
translate the speci�cation into Promela, the language of SPIN. Often, model
checking exposes property violations. Due to the state explosion problem, model
checking may not be e�ective for verifying application properties. To verify
properties of an SCR speci�cation, the user may apply a theorem prover, such
as TAME [2, 3], a specialized interface to the general-purpose theorem prover
PVS [30], or Salsa, an automatic theorem prover based on decision procedures
[4], to prove properties automatically. In using either TAME or Salsa to verify
application properties, completing a proof may require auxiliary lemmas. To
construct candidate lemmas, the user may invoke the SCR invariant generator
[23, 24], which automatically generates state invariants, properties true of every
reachable state, from an SCR requirements speci�cation.

Applying the SCR Tools to Practical Systems

The SCR tools have been applied in four projects involving practical systems. In
one project, NASA used the consistency checker to detect missing assumptions
and unwanted nondeterminism in the requirements speci�cation of the Interna-
tional Space Station [10]. In a second project, Rockwell Aviation used the SCR
tools to detect 28 errors in the requirements speci�cation of a ight guidance
system (FGS) [29]. One-third of the errors were found when the FGS require-
ments speci�cation was entered into the SCR toolset, another third when the
consistency checker was applied, and the remaining third when the simulator
was executed. These results suggest that di�erent tools �nd di�erent classes of
errors. In a third project, NRL used the SCR tools to expose a serious safety
violation in a moderately large contractor speci�cation of a U.S. weapons sys-
tem [14]. This speci�cation, which contains over 250 variables and six safety
properties, was translated semi-automatically into the SCR tabular notation.
Applying abstraction to reduce the size of the SCR speci�cation and then in-
voking SPIN on the abstract model exposed the safety violation. In a fourth
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project, NRL used the SCR tools to analyze the requirements speci�cation of a
cryptographic device for eight security properties [25]. Individually, both TAME
and Salsa automatically veri�ed seven of the properties. In proving three of the
properties, state invariants constructed by the invariant generator were required.
TAME and Salsa also detected a possible violation of the eighth property. Ex-
perimentation with the simulator validated that the detected problem was an
actual violation.

SCR Approach to Software Design

Introduced briey below are three major activities in the SCR approach to soft-
ware design and the documentation associated with each. For more information
about the overall SCR approach to software design, see [36].

Designing the Module Structure

A critical activity in the design of software is the decomposition of the soft-
ware into modules. In the SCR approach, each module is either a collection of
submodules or a single work assignment, that is, a programming task that can
be completed by a single programmer. The overall goal of module decomposi-
tion is to reduce the cost of software development and maintenance by allowing
modules to be designed, implemented, and modi�ed independently. In SCR,
this is achieved by applying the information hiding principle [31] to module de-
composition. According to this principle, the system details that are likely to
change independently are assigned to separate modules. To begin, the infor-
mation hiding principle is used to divide the software into a small number of
modules. Then, information hiding is used to decompose each of these modules
into submodules. This process continues until each module is small enough to
describe a single work assignment.

The document which describes the module structure is called the module
guide. This guide, which has a tree structure, describes the responsibility of each
module by stating the design decisions that will be encapsulated by the module.
For a complete example of a module guide, see [6]. For more information about
the SCR approach to designing the module structure, see [7, 33].

Designing the Module Interfaces

To construct software e�ciently, programmers must be able to work indepen-
dently. Although the module guide describes the responsibility of each module,
it does not provide su�cient information for the programmer who will imple-
ment the module nor for other programmers whose modules will use the module.
The purpose of the module interface is to describe 1) the set of assumptions that
the programmers responsible for other modules may make about the module and
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2) the set of access programs that programs in other modules use to access the
data or services provided by the module. Two major classes of access pro-
grams exist: those that return information to the calling program and those
that change the state of the module to which the program belongs.

For each module, a module interface speci�cation must be written. This
speci�cation must be formal and provide a blackbox view of the module. The
module interface speci�cation should be reviewed by programmers who will use
the module as well as others interested in the design, e.g., reviewers. For more
information about the design of module interfaces, see [5, 8].

Designing the Uses Hierarchy

Once the modules and their interfaces are known, the uses hierarchy [35] can
be de�ned. This hierarchy is a relation de�ned on the access programs in the
module interface speci�cations. Suppose A and B are access programs. Then,
we say that A uses B if and only if the correctness of program A depends on the
presence of a correct program B. Requiring the access programs to be organized
by a uses hierarchy, i.e., a loop-free graph, eliminates interdependencies among
the programs.

Restricting the uses relation to a loop-free graph has the following advan-
tage: it de�nes a number of usable subsets of the complete system. Suppose
level 0 of the uses hierarchy is associated with the set of programs that use no
other programs and that level i, i � 1, is associated with the set of programs
that use at least one program at level i � 1 and no program at a level higher
than i� 1. Then, each level of the hierarchy is associated with a usable subset
of the system. This avoids the problem of many systems in which nothing works
unless everything works. Usable subsets are not only important for staged de-
liveries, they are also important in the development of program families [34]. A
convenient way to document the uses hierarchy is to use a binary matrix, where
the entry in position (A;B) is true if and only if program A uses program B.
For more information about the uses hierarchy and an example, see [35].
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